
We are the 100 
Points for Refugees

Prevention is better than a cure



Problem
Refugee Identity processing 

bottleneck

Solution
Digital Identity Management



The 100 points system

● Create a digital passport with essential documents for 
asylum seeker processing

● Customisable based on each State’s requirements
● Avoid lengthy processing times and reduces potential for 

disenfranchising asylum seekers
● Biometric security system



Private cloud vs Distributed trust

Private cloud -  Provides an initial, temporary solution to test the market

Decentralisation via blockchain encryption -  More permanent solution for 
further security of sensitive information - development to create a digital 
‘wallet’



This is an amazing opportunity.

- The 2016-17 Budget papers indicate that $1.1 billion 
spent to support offshore processing arrangements

- Average of 445 days to process a legitimate refugee
- Human Rights breaches to International Law Obligations
- Australia leads International Blockchain standards
- Applications globally, beyond Australia



Our addressable market includes:

Refugees - Provides them with  

Government  - money and time to process
/// stat of how long at the moment

Refugees FRJK Government/
NGOs



We’ll make money by:
1. Government and international organisation grants;
2. Providing a service governments and refugee communities 

are interested in



We’ll acquire customers through 
governments which receive asylum seekers. 





No one has thought of pre-empting the asylum 
seekers processing bottleneck using a digital 

wallet / passport



Our only competitors are people 
smugglers.

But coming through people 
smugglers is illegal!



Our team

Ray: Mining Engineering and Business Finance 
Kevin: Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

Flora: Commerce and law
Jonathan: Data analytics



So far we’ve been in contact with…

Techfugees.com

Representatives of Settlement Services 
International (SSI)

UNHCR (The UN Refugee Agency)



We would love you to help 
us figure out the logistics, 
brainstorm and continue 
the conversation with us.



What we’ll do next…
● Determine the logistics behind implementing 

this digital identity platform.
● Create predictive models forecasting the 

impact of our platform.



Thank you!  
We look 
forward to 
your input


